
Every Breath You Take, Satan Klaus Will Be Watching You

Description

11 Ways the World Will Change By 2030:

You vill eat ze bugs

You vill drink ze cockroach milk

You vill be assimilated

You vill turn in ze gun

You vill marry and impregnate ze transwoman

You vill have your child’s gender identity confirmed by Rachel Levine

You vill sell ze Bitcoin for 10 Social Credits

You vill rent ze pods for 100 social credits per day

You vill have ze covid Anal Schwab permanently implanted

You will own nothing

You will not ask who owns things.
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And YOU WILL BE HAPPY!

 

All these “new normal” ways of living are not part of any secret new world order or covert great reset.
They are out and proud and there for anyone with eyes to see and ears to hear.

 

There are two ways to drive an agenda:

1.     Unite people.

2.    Create a mutual enemy and lead a crusade to conquer it. Turn it into a life or death situation ; the
sense of urge unleashes unconditional support. Conquering, winning at-any-cost, is all that matters.

The Latin phrase “Divide et impera” is as old as politics and war.

Conquerors are compulsive storytellers — they use every opportunity to feed anger and violence. They
succeed when they create two sides, a ‘them’ versus ‘us’ approach. And they do this by creating a
fictional reality based on a common enemy – thereby forcing us to choose between being in favor of or
against their crusade.

That is called de-individuation –– when individuals let go of their self-awareness and self-control to
imitate others — and the collective behavior takes over individual judgment. In other words, when
individuality becomes lost in the group identity.

 

Can you say sheeple?

 

However, deceiving tactics work in the short-term — in the long run, people end up separating fiction
from reality. Hopefully, this will happen before it’s too late to stop the transhumanist movement as led
by Satan Klaus.

You vill get ze micro-chip and be upgraded to machine status to work for your gods.

More about transhumanism and digital IDs today in my walk & talk with Lucy, summed up by Blay
Whitby, an artificial intelligence expert at Sussex University:

“History is littered with the evil consequences of one group of humans believing they are superior to
another group of humans. Unfortunately in the case of enhanced humans they will be genuinely
superior. We need to think about the implications before it is too late.”
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Yeah, it’s fcking scary stuff. But there are ways around it, and one of those ways is to detach yourself
from the crowd and learn everything you can about privacy coins and why Bitcoin is anything but
private!

 

“For it is dangerous to attach oneself to the crowd in front, and so long as each one of us is more 
willing to trust another than to judge for himself, we never show any judgement in the matter of living, 
but always a blind trust, and a mistake that has been passed on from hand to hand finally involves us 
and works our destruction. It is the example of other people that is our undoing; let us merely separate 
ourselves from the crowd, and we shall be made whole. But as it is, the populace, defending its own 
iniquity, pits itself against reason. And so we see the same thing happening that happens at the 
elections, where, when the fickle breeze of popular favour has shifted, the very same persons who 
chose the praetors wonder that those praetors were chosen.”

? Seneca
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